March 1 - March 4
Perception, Attitude, and Experience

Perceptions, Attitudes & Experience
March’s topic challenges student to re-evaluate the filter through
which they judge situations. Activities through this month
provoke self-examination of their learning and judging styles.
Teens will learn that a changed perspective can produce a more
hopeful look on challenges and the future before them.

“It is not what you do for your children,
but what you have taught them to do for
themselves, that will make them
successful human beings” – Ann Landers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thursday, March 1, 2018
TABLE TALK: Encourage your
child to use positive words to
promote positive attitudes.
Together, decide to practice
complementing each other’s
work and progress.

Friday, March 2, 2018
TABLE TALK: The opinions,
moods, and thoughts of their
peers heavily influence Teens.
Therefore, it is so important for
all of us to choose our company
wisely. Encourage your child to
avoid the whiners and
complainers. Once the
complaining begins, it often
snowballs into an avalanche of
negativity.

Saturday, March 3, 2018
Pick a family activity from page

Sunday, March 4, 2018
Pick a family activity from page

Vicarious learning vs. Actual experience
Personality filters
Diversity
Ideals
Appearances
Virtue
Motivation
Hope
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March 5 – March 11
Perception, Attitude, and Experience
Monday, March 5, 2018
TABLE TALK: A lot of our

attitude and perceptions are
based on our beliefs. Every family
has a belief system. Discuss how
your family belief system has
affected your attitude toward
yourself, family, and others. Ask
your child to share their thoughts
and perspective as well. What
does their belief system teach
about their chosen attitude
toward life?

Wednesday, March 7, 2018
TABLE TALK: Share some

personal experiences of ways
poor attitudes can affect your
workday. Maybe you had a
problematic co-worker who was
a challenge to get along with.
Talk about some of the ways you
were able to overcome those
difficult times.

Tuesday, March 6, 2018
TABLE TALK: Have you ever

noticed how your attitude
changes depending on your
enjoyment level. Most happy
people are happy because they
are doing the things they like to
do. Encourage your child to find
new things they like to do. Grow
more smiles!

Thursday, March 8, 2018
TABLE TALK: One of the best

ways to create positive attitudes
is to express gratitude. Get a
sheet of paper and pen. Make a
list of all the things your family is
grateful for. Truth is, you can’t be
angry and grateful at the same
time. Refer to this list at a time of
conflict because real solutions
are found within the resources
we appreciate.

Friday, March 9, 2018
TABLE TALK: Give a lesson on optimism and pessimism. Give

examples of how people can view the same situation; one will view
the positive components and the other will view the negative
components. Objective people can see from both angles and be
sensitive to the diversity. No matter the view, it’s up to you!

Saturday, March 10, 2018

Pick a family activity from page
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Sunday, March 11, 2018

Pick a family activity from page
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March 12 – March 18
Perception, Attitude, and Experience
Monday, March 12, 2018
TABLE TALK: It’s important to
teach your child how to cope.
There are going to be many
challenges that come their way.
One way you can teach your
child to cope is to learn to
change negative thinking into
positive potential. Positive
thinking prevents poor
attitudes toward life.

Tuesday, March 13, 2018
TABLE TALK: Teach your child
how good it is to go with the
flow and not be disruptive in
situations. However, we should
always be the person who
determines and manages our
mood. Drive home the point
about being in control of our
attitude even in challenging
situations. #self-control

Wednesday, March 14, 2018
TABLE TALK: Life is one big
learning experience. But we can
only learn the things we are
receptive to learning. Talk to
your child about having a
healthy curiosity. Curiosity
keeps us learning new things.
Be Cautious and Be Curious!
#Balance

Thursday, March15, 2018
TABLE TALK: We have all
heard the saying, “Choose your
friends wisely.” How about
today we take it in a literal
sense. Have your kids pull out a
yearbook or discuss some of
their classmates. See if there
needs to be a self-evaluation of
their friends list. Discuss social
media and look at friends and
followers. Ask them to discern
the difference between friends
and Facebook friends.

Friday, March 16, 2018
TABLE TALK: Teach your child to be proactive and go after all the
goodness their life requires. Few good things come handed to us.
Teens who are assertive and focused achieve more goals.
Saturday, March 17, 2018
Pick a family activity from page
24
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Sunday, March 18, 2018
Pick a family activity from page
24
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March 19 – March 25
Perception, Attitude, and Experience
Monday, March 19, 2018
TABLE TALK: Spring Cleaning!
Today is a good day to talk to
your child about decluttering
life. You and your child should
commit to filling one trash bag
of items to either throw away
or donate.

Wednesday, March 21, 2018
TABLE TALK: Each of us have
the power to contribute to
society by simply becoming a
positive statistic. Most laws are
considered based on statistics.
Ask your child what type of
statistics they would like to be
counted in for positive change
in this country.

Tuesday, March 20, 2018
TABLE TALK: Talk to your
child about the power that
comes with owning
responsibility for everything
that happens in their life.
Hopelessness comes from
seeing ourselves from a victim’s
perspective. Every victim is an
overcomer, depending on their
chosen action toward the
incident. So no matter how bad
the situation, we should
evaluate and own our part.
Then pick a positive step in a
direction forward.
Thursday, March 22, 2018
TABLE TALK: Talk to your
child about choosing their
media and network content.
Discuss the ways a TV program
or show can affect our mood
and attitude toward one
another. Use a personal
experience as an example.

Friday, March 23, 2018
TABLE TALK: Talk to your teen about what it’s like to be real and
not superficial. Give them ideas how to look beyond the surface
when choosing friends as well.
Saturday, March 24, 2018
Pick a family activity from page
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March 26 – March 31
Perception, Attitude, and Experience
Monday, March 26, 2018
TABLE TALK: Have your child
consider how much time can be
lost complaining when things
don’t go as planned. It’s better
to adapt to the situation and/or
find other options

Tuesday, March 27, 2018
TABLE TALK: Have your child
make a list of things that they
believe they could have done to
make their life easier. Then
come up with an
alternative/redemption plan.
Let them know that it’s never
too late to square up with
themselves.

Wednesday, March 28, 2018
TABLE TALK: Have your child
come up with moments through
the day that they may need to
retreat and collect their
thoughts and start over. Discuss
a plan on how they can
implement a break, and restart.
Healthy choices are always the
best choices.

Thursday, March 29, 2018
TABLE TALK: It takes 21 days
to create a new habit. Think of a
new habit you and your child
would like to begin. Make today
your day one. Go!

Friday, March 30, 2018
TABLE TALK: Use the “Dear younger me” sheet on the following
page to have your child write a letter to their younger self. What
corrective things would they tell themselves. What things would
they congratulate themselves for? Have them give themselves
advice about overcoming challenging situations.
Saturday, March 31, 2018
Pick a family activity from page
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Sunday, March 25, 2018
Pick a family activity from page
24
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Dear younger me,

Spend quite time
reading in a
library
(take a break see
March 28th)

Cook dinner
together
(grow more smiles see
March 6th)

Watch an uplifing
movie
(media affects mood
see March 22nd)

Plan an activity but
change plans
(finding alternatives
see March 26th)
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Look at baby
pictures
(dear younger me see
March 30th)

Remove negative
friends from social
media
(Choose friends wisely
see March 15th)

Make plans to
correct a bad habit
(new habits see March
29th)

Look up drug
statistics
(See march 20th)

Go to
Church/Mass
(family beliefs see
March 5th)

Share positive
moments
(positive attitudes see
March 12th)

Make an
affirmation plaque
or poster
(positive attitudes see
March 1st)

Scrapbook pictures
from a favorite
vacation or occasion
(be grateful see March
8th)
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